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Headquartered in Dallas, Heritage is the largest auction 

house founded in the United States. With 140 experts in 40+ 

categories, Heritage conducts over 700 auctions each year. 

The Dallas Design District Showroom is home to the Fine and 

Decorative Arts Department, and regularly hosts auctions, 

previews, and the Art & Design Speaker Series. Whether you 

are consigning or collecting, our specialists are here to guide 

and serve you.  
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Ronnie Pirovino is actively fusing two parallel career tracks in digital 

media and art, having found significant success in both areas. In creative 

technology, he has won numerous awards for designing and producing 

high-profile online marketing campaigns for entertainment properties; in 

art, his collection is world-renowned and has influence among collectors. 

With an international social media following on Instagram, he crafts his 

own distinct brand, harnessing his marketing expertise on his own art 

projects and endeavors. In this regard, he has recently been mentioned 

as a leading art collector in The Wall Street Journal. 

In late 2018, Pirovino and Heritage Auctions conducted a historic single-

owner, single-artist auction for his KAWS toy collection. The results were 

record-breaking on many levels, including setting new world benchmarks 

for over 25 pieces. The sale is considered a watershed event within the 

art community.
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Cover: 

Invader (French, b. 1969)

LA_188, 2018

Ceramic tiles on perspex

14 3/4 x 14 3/4 in


